
Community Meeting: Walnut Capital proposed development at Halket/Fifth 
Wednesday, January 23, 2019 6:00pm 
Oakland Career Center 
 
 
Todd Reidbord introduced Walnut Capital, gave an overview of other WC projects in Oakland and the 
city. Pitt is currently leasing space short term. 

Future for growth in Oakland (innovation district): there’s an opportunity for partnerships to be close to 
universities and medical center. There currently isn’t any class A prime commercial space. There is 
demand for office space.  

Walnut Capital is seeking relief from zoning related to height and number of parking spaces provided.  

Process: first step is to go to Zoning Board of Adjustment, and at this point massing is all that’s required. 
If zoning variance is approved, the project would go to planning commission and more detail in terms of 
design, materials, architecture. Walnut Capital followed a similar process for the development of Bakery 
Square 3.  

Proposed height is 185 feet. Intent is to break up façade, set building back to have more sidewalk space. 
Nearly 16 feet for sidewalk at widest point. Entrance at Fifth/Halket to address street. Retail spaces to 
be active. Combination of building with punched openings and then glass tower above. Open area is 
17%.  

Community retail 4,500 square feet. Master lease with OPDC, who would work with community for local 
businesses to occupy the space.  

Building backs onto Euler Way, from which all parking and loading would be accessed. 100 – 105 spaces, 
less than half what’s required. No vehicle access from Fifth or from Halket.  

Two-story lobby entrance to have a feature at corner. Focus on retail spaces coming right out to grade, 
unlike Skyvue and One on Centre; retail spaces are smaller and shallower, more in keeping with current 
retail trends (deeper/larger spaces have been harder for developers to fill, eg One on Centre). Street 
furniture. Bike lane calming effect.  

Slide of zoning analysis: Variances for height and bulk, which is also known as floor area ratio (FAR). 
Open space increased in exchange for height.  

Went over their commitments. They are from the neighborhood. Hands on. Reachable. Building would 
be LEED Gold standard. In discussion with OPDC to master lease retail spaces for locally-owned and/or 
community serving businesses.  

Q: are you selling rental properties? S bouquet and Dawson? A: no.  

Q: 120 to 185 is one-third higher. Perspective shows it at an angle to make it look not as much. If saw it 
straight on, would look different. A: fair point. Here to discuss give and take 

Q: parking spaces? A: Required 216 parking spaces. Building 100.  

Q: is the alley wide enough? A: it is wide enough for the traffic.  



Q: disappointed that old house demolition. How would retail spaces be serviced by loading? This space 
wouldn’t work for a grocery store? A: probably not this space. No access from Fifth Avenue, no loading 
for large trucks. The space lends itself to small retail, smaller trucks.  

Q: opposed to further expansion of University of Pittsburgh. Residents here support you; others don’t. 
Anyone at university oppose further expansion in Oakland? What benefits for long time residents? 
Elderly residents? Brookings report is reprehensible. No Oakland residents involved. Need an impact 
statement about how further development will impact residents. [turned to a Pitt rep to ask who at Pitt 
opposing?] A: don’t know of any.  

Q: marketing to office tenants. Wet lab space? What are plans to market to tenants? A: term is light wet 
lab. The building would be adaptable. So it could be traditional office. Q: what building components 
would be needed? A: some amount, but nothing to the extent of the university lab buildings. Not sure 
exactly who can be there. Designed to be attractive to companies not in Pgh today – to attract 
businesses from other cities. 

Q: process – zoning first, planning second. You are showing the pics tonight – how close is that to what it 
may actually be? A: there will be more detail. It will evolve. Material choices. All those items are TBD.  

Q: as Oakland resident, seeing Skyvue how big it is and we’d like to see the street level work better. A: 
trying to design what will work for retail. Q: hope to see much of what we see now in this regard in the 
final plan.  

Q: parking, asking for less than half of requirement. Where will you put the rest of the cars? There are 
never fewer cars. A: for any busy city it is an issue. Phillips in Boston did similar thing where brought 
people into the city. They have parking maximums there and it forces other uses. At Bakery Square, 40% 
employees do not drive. Many employees walk and bike to work from East Liberty, Point Breeze. For this 
project, the businesses who locate in the building, will know about the limited parking and their 
employees will be ok with that. 

Q: for walking, Oakland is working to encourage more people to live in the neighborhood. Encourage 
Walnut Capital to be a partner with the community in our efforts. To have housing for employees in the 
neighborhood. That way it would be less of a monolith dropping into our neighborhood, but something 
that can add value. A: Walnut Capital has similar plans for PAA, expects people will want to locate 
businesses within walking distance of universities and hospitals. 

Q: sidewalk landscaping – BST put up bollards due to security concern, could there be similar issues 
here? A: don’t foresee a problem. Don’t really know. Can look into it. Certainly not our intent. Wouldn’t 
lease to someone who would have that requirement.  

Q: Does Walnut have a commitment from one of institutions for the use of the building? Or is this 
project totally being built on spec? A: definitely not have an agreement. It is part of the process to go 
through zoning and also market work. 

Q: 185 feet. How many stories? A: 8 stories allowed. Asking for 4 more that are stepped back. So, 12-
story building.  

Q square footage? A: 280,000 office 

Q: Skyvue 120 feet on Fifth, got height variances. You want extra 60 feet. Why should zoning be 
exceeded here? Is building profitable within current zoning? You just want it to be more profit? A: 



Between Fifth and Forbes is where it is appropriate to have taller buildings. Then opportunity for other 
small things elsewhere. We believe we can design a better building, more attractive, more open space in 
return for additional height. If not, has to be squatter with less open space features. Have to decide 
plusses and minuses. Grow and new tax base. Two of the properties were off the tax rolls, this puts 
them back on the tax rolls. Q: is that a reason for that much relief? Zoning code already allows density in 
Fifth/Forbes. 

Q: You’re threatening us with an ugly building if we oppose zoning variance. 

Q: how to account for discrepancy with Skyvue floors and height. A: 15-foot floors. Office floors are 
higher than residential.  

Q: currently no commitments from universities/hospital. Who will occupy the spaces? A: a lot of 
companies who want space near universities/hospitals. Institutions are investing in the neighborhood, 
not areas outside.  

Q: show parking A: two levels of parking for 100 spaces.  

Q: loading access? A: not tractor-trailer, but smaller trucks can access.  

Q: There’s a black market for parking in Oakland. Parking that should be for residential is actually leased 
to office workers. Residential tenants use sticker parking, and more permits issued than there are spaces 
in the permit area. Would it be possible to have a positive commitment to be sure that workers don’t 
park in the neighborhood. Some active participation in this? A: Walnut Capital runs shuttles at Bakery 
Square, encourages van pools, free parking for the van pools. Oakland’s parking issues can probably be 
solved with better enforcement.  

Q: parking A: a challenge. We find more people don’t have cars. We have to look at plusses and minuses 
for how we want to grow.  

Q: how does the building fit into the neighborhood? A: density at Fifth/Forbes. We don’t think height a 
bad thing. Our opinion.  

Q: this will influence trend in the neighborhood and what we will have in the neighborhood in the 
future. It can be precedent.  

Q: how many people in building? A: 2 – 3 people per 1,000sf. 900 people in the building. A little bit less 
because some space is common space.  

Q: think about green space, building site is top of watershed. Can include stormwater capture? A: it is a 
priority for us. Have included this in other projects. Q: green roof? A: some on intermediate terraces.  

Procedure again. Zoning Board meets Feb 7. They’ll issue their decision within 45 days. Then apply to 
planning commission. Another community meeting to further design the building. Public hearing. OPDC 
facilitate public process.  [post-meeting update: Zoning Board hearing rescheduled for March 7.] 

Q: could you put another level of parking in? A: the ramps would take away spaces, so self-defeating. 


